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PUPPET BOOK 

CROSS REFERENCE APPLICATIONS 

This application is a non-provisional application claiming 
the benefits of provisional application No. 60/401,367 filed 
Aug. 6, 2002. 

FIELD OF INVENTION 

The present invention relates generally to a puppet book, 
and in particular to a puppet book having a three-dimen 
Sional puppet element consisting of two parts thereby 
enabling a variety of animated puppet characters to appear 
on each page of a book and its cover. 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

Known in the art is a book which is titled "Hide and Seek 
Snail Wobblebugs” published by Cowley Hunter Robinson 
Ltd., (C) 2001 by CHR Holdings Ltd., Bath, England. This 
book has a puppet character, a purple Snail, mounted to the 
back cover and protruding through all the pages and out the 
front cover and beyond the front cover by about two inches. 
The child can insert his finger through the back of the book 
and wiggle the Snail against a different background printed 
on each page. The Snail does not form a part of a face on any 
of the pages because the Snail has its own face. 

Another relevant prior art children's book is disclosed in 
U.S. Pat. No. 4,233,772 (1980) to Hamar (Hamar 772). 
Hamar's book discloses one page of a book having a puppet 
element fastened to the page. The child can manipulate the 
puppet element with his fingers. Hamar 772 does not 
disclose holes through all the pages to allow a projection of 
the puppet elements all the way through the book. Hamar 
772 does not teach a gap between the puppet elements 
which can be used to augment the face depicted on the page. 

The present invention Surpasses all known prior art in the 
amusement value to children. The present invention uses at 
least two puppet elements mounted to the rear cover of a 
book. Holes are made in all the pages as well as the front and 
back covers to enable the puppet elements to project out 
beyond the front cover of the book. A gap between the holes 
allows the book's artist to create a multitude of coordinated 
body and/or facial elements Such as different tongues and 
teeth on each page within the gap area between the holes. 
Since each page has a different face and/or graphic depic 
tion, the gap area Serves to heighten the amusement value of 
every character depicted, thereby creating a thoroughly 
entertaining three-dimensional puppet book. 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The main aspect of the present invention is to provide a 
three-dimensional puppet book having a puppet element that 
is able to appear as a variety of animated characters with a 
variety of facial expressions. A three-dimensional puppet 
element consisting of an upper part, a lower part, and a gap 
in between the upper and lower parts make a variety of 
animated character and facial expressions on all pages of the 
book, including the cover, possible. 

Another aspect of the present invention is to create a gap 
between the puppet elements, wherein the gap can be 
decorated differently on each page. 

Other aspects of this invention will appear from the 
following description and appended claims, reference being 
made to the accompanying drawings forming a part of this 
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2 
Specification wherein like reference characters designate 
corresponding parts in the Several ViewS. 
A children's book is shown having a three-dimensional 

mouth/nose element (referred to hereafter as “3-D Element”) 
that is permanently attached to the back of a book. Said 3-D 
Element has two parts, an upper part and a lower part. Two 
die-cut holes throughout the book allow the upper and lower 
portion of the 3-D Element to be viewed on every page of 
the book. This 3-D Element makes it possible to present 
fully unique characters on the right hand pages as well as the 
cover of a book when the artwork Surrounding the 3-D 
Element changes to illustrate new characters and/or facial 
expressions. The characters illustrated in conjunction with 
the 3-D Element may vary from human to animal to creature 
while the facial expressions may range from happy to Sad to 
angry, etc. Accordingly, the reader may see the 3-D Element 
as different characters throughout the book as the pages are 
turned in a normal page flipping motion. 

This invention also teaches how a "gap, created between 
the upper and lower parts of the 3-D Element, is used to 
uniquely enhance the three dimensional effect of the artwork 
surrounding the 3-D Element. Just as the 3-D Element and 
die-cut holes run throughout the book, So does the gap 
created between the die-cut holes. Preferably, the gap mea 
Sures about 0.5" to about 2" from top to bottom. Said gap 
provides an area for the illustration of mouth features Such 
as teeth, gums, tongue, tonsils, etc. coincident with the 
character depicted on the book cover or pages therein. These 
mouth features also make possible various facial expressions 
Such as happy, Sad, angry, etc. 

There is a direct and corresponding relationship between 
the 3-D Element, the gap, and the area of the book sur 
rounding the gap and 3-D Element. The combination of 
these elements make it possible for the 3-D Element to 
produce as many as ten different characters in a ten-page 
book, twenty different characters in a twenty-page book, and 
So forth. The ability to create new characters in conjunction 
with a three-dimensional element on every page of a book is 
unique and different to all other known book or “puppet” art 
forms. The prior art is limited to a single character through 
out a book or, in the case of Hamar 772, is limited to a 
Single page. 

Both the upper and lower parts of the 3-D Element are 
hollow and preferably molded in one piece from a pliable 
plastic that may be covered with a fabric material. The 3-D 
Element may be operated as a puppet by inserting the 
reader's hand into the back of the book. The reader may 
operate the 3-D Element as a puppet without having to take 
his hand in and out of the 3-D element as pages are turned 
and/or the book is opened and closed. Conversely, Hamar 
772 requires the reader to take his hand out before turning 
the page in which the element of Hamar 772 has been 
inserted. 
The 3-D Element is designed to allow the books to stack, 

one on top of the other. The ability to Stack is accomplished 
by designing a hollow 3-D Element that is shaped in Such a 
way that the Outer conveX curve of one structure can insert 
into the inner concave curve of another identical Structure. 
Accordingly, the books may be consolidated, thereby reduc 
ing the Space needed to ship, shelve, and display two or more 
of the books. Further, books having the 3-D Element may 
optionally consist of different printed matter (i.e., different 
Stories, different characters) and still be Stackable. 
The 3-D Element is made from plastic or pliable rubber 

material. The upper and lower elements can be manufac 
tured as Separate units or one piece and may conform to 
many different designs. The 3-D Element is sandwiched 
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between paperboard Stiffeners and glued to leave a SeamleSS 
cosmetic finish. When the paper stiffeners are combined, 
they become the back cover of a book. 

Structural toy books in the market commonly depict a 
Single three-dimensional toy character attached to the front 
or back cover of a book. It is important to note that these 
designs are limited to a single, unchanging, and unchange 
able character. Unlike the present invention, these single 
characters cannot change in composition, Style, or expres 
Sion. A dog character, for example, remains the same dog 
with the same expression on every changing page of the 
book-only the artwork Surrounding the dog (i.e., the dog's 
environment/Surroundings) is allowed to change, not the dog 
itself. There is, therefore, a need for a book having a 
Structural toy element that can change in character and 
expressions with the turning of each page of the book. An 
invention Such as this will regenerate the interest, perSon 
ality, and charm of three-dimensional children's books as it 
provides a whole new visual experience and opportunity for 
Storytelling. 

In Summary, the invention of a two-part, 3-D Element 
provides Solutions that make it possible to create an inter 
active book previously unknown. Accordingly, this inven 
tion fills the following needs: 

1) The need for a book having a structural toy element that 
when combined with appropriate Surrounding artwork, 
can actually change in character and/or expressions 
with the turning of each page; 

2) The need to accommodate the illustration of mouth 
parts and expressions between the upper and lower 
portions of a two-part, 3-D Element in the area that has 
been described herein as the gap; 

3) The need for a (changing) three-dimensional element 
that is visible throughout an entire book and its cover; 

4) The need for a (changing) three-dimensional element 
that can be operated on every page of the book (includ 
ing the cover) without the reader having to remove their 
hand during the entire Story reading; 

5) The need for a 3-D Element that does not limit story 
Writing to a single character; 

6) The need for a two-part, 3-D Element that can be 
Stacked (regardless of Story content) one book on top of 
the other. 

The two-part, 3-D Element described herein makes all of 
the above possible with the added benefit that it is relatively 
easy to manufacture as well as convenient and easy for the 
reader to operate. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

FIG. 1 is a longitudinal croSS-Sectional view of one 
embodiment of the puppet book. 

FIG. 2 is a back perspective view of the puppet book 
shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 2A is a front perspective view of the puppet book 
shown in FIG. 1. 

FIG. 3 is a front perspective view of the puppet book of 
FIG. 1 with the pages open. 

FIG. 3A is a front plan view of one page of the puppet 
book depicted in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 3B is a front plan view of one page of the puppet 
book depicted in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 3C is a front plan view of one page of the puppet 
book shown in FIG. 3. 

FIG. 4 is a front perspective view of the puppet book of 
FIG. 1 being animated by a right hand of the user. 
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4 
FIG. 4A is a front perspective view of the puppet book of 

FIG. 1 shown with the reader turning a page. 
FIG. 5 is a front plan view of a page of the puppet book 

of FIG. 1 showing the gap area. 
FIG. 6 is a rear plan View of a molded one-part puppet 

element shown in FIG. 6A. 
FIG. 6A is a Side plan View of the one-piece puppet 

element shown in FIG. 6 which has two projections. 
FIG. 7 is a side plan view of a stackable set of puppet 

books. 
FIG. 8 is a side plan view of one type of puppet elements 

in a puppet book. 
FIG. 8A is a front plan view of the puppet elements of 

FIG. 8. 
FIG. 9 is a side plan view of one type of puppet elements 

in a puppet book. 
FIG. 9A is a front plan view of the puppet elements of 

FIG. 9. 
FIG. 10 is a side plan view of one type of puppet elements 

in a puppet book. 
FIG. 10A is a front plan view of the puppet elements of 

FIG 10. 
FIG. 11 is a Side plan view of one type of puppet elements 

in a puppet book. 
FIG. 11A is a front plan view of the puppet elements of 

FIG 11. 
FIG. 12 is a front perspective view of an embodiment of 

the puppet book. 
FIG. 12A is a back perspective view of the puppet book 

shown in FIG. 12. 
FIG. 13A is a front plan view of a puppet book page 

wherein a graphic character embodiment is shown having a 
happy expression. 

FIG. 13B is a front plan view of a puppet book page 
wherein a graphic character embodiment is shown having a 
Sad expression. 

FIG. 13C is a front plan view of a puppet book page 
wherein a graphic character embodiment is shown having an 
angry expression. 

Before explaining the disclosed embodiments of the 
present invention in detail, it is to be understood that the 
invention is not limited in its application to the details of the 
particular arrangements shown, Since the invention is 
capable of other embodiments. Also, the terminology used 
herein is for the purpose of description and not of limitation. 

DETAILED DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

Referring first to FIG. 1, a puppet book 1 is shown in 
croSS-Sectional view to consist of a front cover 4, a back 
cover 2 and pages 3. Back cover 2 has a Stiffener 11. Upper 
puppet element 14a has legs 7 mounted co-planar with 
stiffener 11. Lower puppet element 15a has legs 9 mounted 
co-planar with stiffener 11. Upper hole 5 and lower hole 6 
are each defined to penetrate all the way through back cover 
2, pages 3, and front cover 4. Holes 5, 6 are separated by gap 
area 17, thereby creating on front cover 4 and on each page 
an upper graphics area 16, a gap area 17 and a lower 
graphics area 18. Gap area 17 has a nominal height, h, of 
about 0.5 to about 2.0 inches. Puppet element 14a consists 
of inner layer 12 and decorative outer layer 8. Puppet 
element 15a consists of inner layer 13 and decorative outer 
layer 10. Preferably inner layers 12, 13 are made of a pliable 
material such as rubber. Decorative outer layers 8, 10 of 
puppet elements 14a, 15a, respectively, can be of various 
textures, designs, colors, shapes, and sizes. 
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Referring next to FIGS. 2, 2A, puppet book 1 has a spine 
20 and back 2. Front cover 4 has a graphic character 21 
which, in this example, is a giraffe having upper lip 14 and 
lower lip 15. Graphic character 21 spreads across all three 
areas, or upper graphics area 16, gap area 17, and lower 
graphics area 18. In this example, gap area 17 is decorated 
as the inside of a mouth. The giraffe character is offered by 
way of example and not of limitation; any graphic character 
means could be employed. Further, gap area 17 may be used 
to illustrate a character's face in various ways. AS shown in 
FIGS. 2, 2A, upper lip 14 and lower lip 15 are of different 
shapes and sizes. However, if desired, upper lip 14 and lower 
lip 15 could be similar in size, as shown in the embodiment 
set forth in FIGS. 12, 12A. Alternatively, a lower lip could 
be larger than an upper lip (not shown). 

Referring next to FIGS. 3, 3A, 3B, 3C, puppet book 1 has 
pages 3A, 3B, 3C. The three-page puppet book of the 
disclosed embodiment is offered by way of example and not 
of limitation as puppet book 1 may have more or fewer 
pages in various sizes and shapes. Each page 3A, 3B, 3C 
depicts a different graphic character. Character 30 is a man. 
Character 31 is a giraffe. Character 32 is an alligator. AS 
shown in FIGS. 13A, 13B, 13C, character 33 is a bird. Each 
gap area 17 is used to decorate a character's face in a 
different way but specific to that particular character. For 
example, in FIG. 3A, gap area 17 depicts a facial charac 
teristic on character 30, Such as a Smile. Similarly, a Smile 
in gap area 17 of FIG. 13A depicts the happy expression of 
character 33. In FIG. 13B, wherein the gap area 17 contains 
a frown, character 33 can appear having a Sad expression. By 
varying the expression in gap area 17 to show barred teeth, 
character 33 appears angry in FIG. 13C. In FIGS. 3B, 3C 
gap area 17 depicts an inner mouth of characters 31, 32. 
Relative to each upper lip 14, each lower lip 15 is shown 
having a different shape and size. However, if desired, each 
lip 14, 15 could be similar in size and shape (see FIG. 12). 
An equivalent or alternate embodiment of the present 

invention (not shown) could be a three- or more holed 
embodiment, each hole having a puppet element or simply 
a hole to insert a finger therethrough. 

Referring next to FIGS. 4, 4A, puppet book 1 is shown 
held by a reader's left hand 40 at front cover 4. When 
inserted through holes 5, 6 at back cover 2, the reader's right 
hand 41 can animate character 48 on page 42. The reader's 
right hand 41 can then turn page 42 in direction T as shown 
in FIG. 4A to expose a Successive page 43. The reader's right 
hand 41 can then return to holes 5, 6, which penetrate back 
cover 2 and animate character 44 on page 43. Optionally, the 
reader's right hand can remain in the puppet element while 
the reader's left hand changes pages. 

Referring next to FIG. 5, the puppet elements are not 
shown So as to provide better viewing of gap area 17. Page 
51 of puppet book 1 is shown to have character 50 spread 
acroSS upper graphics area 16, gap area 17, and lower 
graphics area 18. Gap area 17 has teeth, a tongue and inside 
mouth details specific to character 50. Upper hole 5 and 
lower hole 6 penetrate page 51 therethrough. 

Referring next to FIGS. 6, 6A, an alternate embodiment 
puppet element 61 has an upper element 140 and a lower 
element 150. Although puppet element 61 is of a one-piece 
construction, puppet element 61 comprises two parts, or 
elements 140, 150. A layer 62 forms the structural basis for 
both elements 140,150. A single outer layer 63 covers layer 
62. Elements 140 and 150 are separated by gap area 17A. 
Upper hole 5 and lower hole 6 penetrate all the way through 
back cover 2 (see FIG. 6A), pages 3 (not shown), and front 
cover 4 (not shown). Holes 5, 6 are separated by gap area 17. 
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6 
In comparison with decorative outer layers 8, 10 of FIGS. 1, 
2A, outer layer 63 may accommodate a variety of textures, 
colors, shapes, and sizes. 

FIG. 7 illustrates the space saving stackable feature of set 
70, which in this example comprises at least three units of 
puppet book 1. Set 70 consists of mounting puppet elements 
14a, 15a of a puppet book 1 into holes 5, 6 of a Subsequent 
puppet book 1. It can be seen that Virtually no space is 
wasted at junction 71 between adjacent puppet books where 
front cover 4 of a puppet book 1 Supports back cover 2 of a 
Subsequent puppet book 1 in a flush manner. 

Referring next to FIGS. 8 through 1A, artistic variations 
for various books are shown. The disclosed variations are 
offered by way of example and not of limitation, as many 
other variations may be employed. Book 80 has puppet 
elements 801 comprising upper puppet element 801a and 
lower puppet element 801b. Gap area 817 between upper 
element 801a and lower element 801b is used to decorate a 
character's face that corresponds with front cover 804 or 
pages 803. Relative to puppet element 801a, puppet element 
801b is shown having a different shape and size. In addition, 
puppet elements 801a, 801b could have different textures, 
decorations, and colors. Book 90 has puppet elements 901 
comprising upper puppet element 901a and lower puppet 
element 901b. Gap area 917 between upper element 901a 
and lower element 901b is used to decorate a character's 
face that corresponds with front cover 904 or pages 903. 
Book 100 has puppet elements 1001 comprising upper 

puppet element 1001a and lower puppet element 1001b. 
Gap area 1017 between elements 1001a, 1001b is used to 
decorate a character's face that corresponds with front cover 
1004 or pages 1003. Book 110 has puppet elements 1101 
comprising upper puppet element 1101a and lower puppet 
element 1101b. Gap area 1117 between elements 1101a and 
lower element 1101b is used to decorate a character's face 
that corresponds with front cover 1104 or pages 1103. 

Just as in FIGS. 8, 8A, the various upper puppet elements 
depicted in FIGS. 9 to 11A, are shown having a correspond 
ing lower puppet element with a different shape and size. 
Further, puppet elements 901, 1001, 1101 could have dif 
ferent textures, decorations, and colors. Puppet elements 
801, 901, 1001, 1101 extend from a corresponding back 
cover, through corresponding pages, and through a corre 
sponding front cover of puppet books 80, 90, 100, 110, 
respectively. 

SUMMARY OF FEATURES 

1. A 3-D mouth/nose element that when combined with 
appropriate Surrounding artwork, can change character 
identity throughout an entire book (including the cover) 
with the turn of each page. 

2. A 3-D mouth/nose element having two parts, one upper 
part and one lower part. 

3. A 3-D mouth/nose element that accommodates a 'gap' 
between two parts (upper and lower) that may be used to 
illustrate mouth parts and expressions. 

4. A (changing) 3-D mouth/nose element that is operable and 
visible as a puppet throughout an entire book (including 
the cover) without the reader having to remove their hand. 

5. A (changing) 3-D mouth/nose element that does not limit 
Story writing to a Single character. 

6. A 3-D mouth/nose element that allows books (with and 
without the same content) to be stacked, one book on top 
of the other. 

7. Holes through entire book. 
8. Two holes on each page. 
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9. Two distinct elements. 
10. Operable element throughout the entire book including 

the cover of the book. 
11. Enter hand into puppet element on back cover of the 

book. 
12. Hand may remain in element during the entire Story. 
13. Stackable for Shipping and retailing. 
14. Gap between upper and lower puppet element that 

enables the illustration of mouth parts and various facial 
expressions. 

15. The artwork throughout the book is centered around the 
two elements and associated holes. The artwork and 
puppet elements combine to make the whole of the 
artwork throughout the entire book. 

16. A Single, two-part, 3-D Element may change character 
and/or expression on every page of a book. 

17. The 3-D Element appears three-dimensional on the cover 
of book. 
Although the present invention has been described with 

reference to various embodiments, numerous modifications 
and variations can be made and still the result will come 
within the scope of the invention. No limitation with respect 
to the Specific embodiments disclosed herein is intended or 
should be inferred. Each apparatus embodiment described 
herein has numerous equivalents. 
What is claimed is: 
1. A three-dimensional book comprising: 
a front cover, a rear cover, and a plurality of inner pages, 

all having at least two aligned holes therethrough; 
Said front cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality 

of inner pages each having a gap between each of Said 
holes; 

a puppet element mounted to the rear cover, Said puppet 
element projecting through each of Said aligned holes, 

wherein a user can insert a portion of a hand into Said 
puppet element and animate it; and 

wherein Said aligned holes further comprise an upper hole 
and a lower hole, wherein Said upper hole is larger than 
said lower hole. 

2. The book of claim 1, wherein said front cover, and 
Some of Said plurality of pages contains a graphic character 
that is coordinated with Said puppet element. 

3. The book of claim 2, wherein said gap of said front 
cover, and Some of Said plurality of inner pages contains an 
illustration of features coincident with the graphic character. 

4. The book of claim 3, wherein said puppet element 
projecting through Said upper hole represents a nose coin 
cident with an upper portion of a mouth, and Said puppet 
element projecting through Said lower hole represents a 
lower portion of the mouth, and Said front cover, and Some 
of Said plurality of inner pages are coordinated with Said 
nose and upper portion of Said mouth and Said lower portion 
of Said mouth. 

5. The book of claim 3, wherein said illustration of mouth 
or facial features coincident with Said graphic character 
contained in Said gap may vary from human to animal to 
creature and may range from happy to Sad to angry, and the 
like. 

6. The book of claim 1, wherein the puppet element 
further comprises a pliable inner layer. 

7. The book of claim 1, wherein the puppet element 
further comprises a decorative outer layer. 

8. The book of claim 1, wherein the puppet element 
projecting through each of Said aligned holes mounts into a 
pair of corresponding holes in a rear cover of a Subsequent 
three-dimensional book, thereby providing a nestable con 
figuration of at least two three-dimensional books. 
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8 
9. The book of claim 1, wherein said puppet element is 

formed from a single member, thereby providing a one-piece 
Structural base for Said puppet element. 

10. The book of claim 1, wherein said gap has a height of 
about 0.5 inch to about 2 inches. 

11. The book of claim 1, wherein said rear cover further 
comprises a Stiffener. 

12. A three-dimensional book comprising: 
a front cover, a rear cover, and a plurality of inner pages, 

each being decoratable with a graphic character dis 
tributed over an upper graphics area and a lower 
graphics area of Said front cover, Said rear cover, and 
each of Said plurality of pages, 

Said front cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality 
of inner pages having at least two aligned hole means 
therethrough functioning to project a portion of a 
puppet element means and a gap means between each 
of Said hole means, Said gap means functioning to 
Separate an adjoining pair of hole means, 

wherein Said gap means is positioned between the upper 
graphics area and the lower graphics area of Said front 
cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality of 
inner pages, 

Said gap means further functioning to provide an illus 
tratable area for mouth or facial features coincident 
with a graphic character depicted on the upper graphics 
area and the lower graphics area of Said front cover, 
Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality of inner 
pageS, 

Saidpuppet element means mounted to the rear cover and 
functioning to provide an animation means with a user 
moving a portion of said user's fingers therein; 

Saidpuppet element means having at least two parts, Said 
parts having a hollow back interior, Said puppet ele 
ment means further functioning to provide a facial 
element coordinated with the graphic character 
depicted on the upper graphics area and the lower 
graphics area of Said front cover, Said rear cover, and 
each of Said plurality of inner pages, and 

wherein each of Said parts projects from the rear cover and 
through Said inner pages to extend beyond the front 
cover through a respective hole means. 

13. The book of claim 12, wherein each of said parts of 
Saidpuppet element means further comprises a pliable inner 
layer means functioning to facilitate an animation of Said 
puppet element means. 

14. The book of claim 12, wherein each of said parts of 
the puppet element means further comprises a decorative 
outer layer means functioning to provide an appealing 
ornamental puppet Surface. 

15. The book of claim 12, wherein each of said parts of 
the puppet element means extending beyond the front cover 
mounts into a corresponding hole means in a rear cover of 
a Subsequent three-dimensional book, thereby providing a 
nestable configuration of at least two three-dimensional 
books. 

16. The book of claim 12, wherein Said gap means has a 
height of about 0.5 inch to about 2 inches. 

17. A three-dimensional book comprising: 
a front cover, a rear cover, and a plurality of inner pages, 

all having at least two aligned holes therethrough; 
Said front cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality 

of inner pages each having a gap between each of Said 
holes, 

a puppet element mounted to the rear cover, Said puppet 
element having at least two parts, Said parts having a 
hollow back interior; 
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wherein each of Said parts projects from the rear cover and 
through Said inner pages to extend beyond the front 
cover through a respective hole, thereby enabling a user 
to insert a portion of a hand into Said hollow back 
interior of Said parts to animate Said puppet element; 

wherein Said front cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said 
plurality of pages is decoratable with a graphic char 
acter distributed over an upper graphics area, Said gap, 
and a lower graphics area of Said front cover, Said rear 
cover, and each of Said plurality of inner pages, and 

wherein Said gap of Said front cover, Said rear cover, and 
each of Said plurality of inner pages provides an area 
for an illustration of mouth or facial features coordi 
nated with the graphic character depicted on the upper 
graphics area and the lower graphics area of Said front 
cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality of 
inner pages. 

18. The book of claim 17, wherein each of said parts of 
the puppet element extending beyond the front cover mounts 
into a corresponding hole in a rear cover of a Subsequent 
three-dimensional book, thereby providing a nestable con 
figuration of at least two three-dimensional books. 

19. A three-dimensional book comprising: 
a front cover, a rear cover, and a plurality of inner pages, 

all having at least two aligned holes therethrough; 
Said front cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality 

of inner pages each having a gap between each of Said 
holes, 
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a puppet element mounted to the rear cover, Said puppet 

element having at least two parts, each protruding 
through a respective hole, comprising a Single member 
to provide a one-piece Structural base for said puppet 
element, Said parts having a hollow back interior and a 
gap between each of Said parts of Said puppet element; 

wherein each of Said parts projects from the rear cover and 
through Said inner pages to extend beyond the front 
cover, thereby enabling a user to insert a portion of a 
hand into Said hollow back interior of Said parts to 
animate Said puppet element; 

wherein Said front cover, Said rear cover, and each of Said 
plurality of pages is decoratable with a graphic char 
acter distributed over an upper graphics area and a 
lower graphics area of Said front cover, Said rear cover, 
and each of Said plurality of inner pages, and 

wherein Said gap of Said front cover, Said rear cover, and 
each of Said plurality of inner pages provides an area 
for an illustration of mouth or facial features coincident 
with the graphic character depicted on the upper graph 
ics area and the lower graphics area of Said front cover, 
Said rear cover, and each of Said plurality of inner 
pageS. 


